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Abstract 0

This repart summarizes progress in the DARPA funded VLSI Systems Research Projects from
December 1986 to March 1987. The major areas under investigation have included: analysis and
synthesis design aids, applications of VLSI, special purpose chip design, VLSI computer
architectures, reliability studies, manufacturing science, and VLSI fabrication. The major
research problems art introduced and progress is discussed; the Appendix contains a list of
published research papers from these projects.

Key Words and Phrases: VLSI, design automation, computer-aided design, special purpose
chips, VLSI computer architecture, routing, layout, memory reliability, manufacturing science,
IC fabrication.
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Executive Summary
The major roess of note for this period is as follows:

1. MIPS-X: a very high performance VLSI processor. MIPS-X [Chow 86, Chow
85, Horowitz 87, Chow 87] is a project to develop a very high performance
processor to be used as the node processor in high performance multiprocessor.
L&e MIPS, MIS-X uses a simplfied instruction set, a deep pipeline, and code
notpaization to increas performance. Unlike MIPS, MIPS-X contains an on
ch instruction cache, and supports both coprocesors and a multiprocessor
environment. First silicon on MIPS-X is fully functional with parts operating up to
17 MHz (with a target of 20 MHz). A system test board has been designed and is
currntly in PC-board layout. On going work is focused on performance
impWovements and a shrink to 1.25 I.

2. High Spee Mdplicaon and Divuwior Two chips have been designed to test
new ways to implement the componnt of a high performance floating point
procesor. Both of the chips use a small array of elements and iterate round the
arry. The divuson chip has been fabricated and runs at l3ns/quotient bit [Williams
87]. The multiplication chip is currently in fabrication, we expect it out the end of
Apri.

3. Softwre support for RISC procesors. We have continued to explore methods of
improving the effective perforimnace of a processor by improving the quality of the
code generated by the software system. Recent work has focused on new
interprocedural analysis algorithms and on efficient implementation of LISP. The
LISP efforts have studied tags and a software register window scheme; together
this optimiz'on ignificantly improve the performance of LISP without the
addition of any hardware support.

4. Auwmadc parioning of parallel progrwas. A system for partitioning dataflow
graphs into multiple tasks for ecution on a parallel processor has been developed.
Current efforts we focused on a port of the system to a commercial multiprcesor
(the Encore). Related work has focused on optimization problems in the functional
languages that generate our dat flow graphs, and a new technique for copy
liminaton has been devised.

5. RS/M. We have continued our work on improving the models used in switch level
simulation. By using a simple two timeconstant model the effects of charge-
sharing can be naturally folded into the node evalution [Chu 86]. This model has
been extended to handle iransistor-capacitor circuits. Although the nonlinea ty
pevnts a ute two timeconstant model, one can still reduce the circuit into a
cononic form, and use a table of precomputed values for the solution.

6. Renwance Exracio#. To obtain mor accurate delay estimates in integrated
circuits we have integrated a resistance extractor into the Magic layout
system [Stark 87]. This extractor uses a simple square counting algorithm to
detmmine a wire's resistance. It also uses a series of filters and simplifying
routines to only create resistors that have a significant effect on the circuits
performance. We have successfully run this progra on the MIPS-X datbase

7. THOR: A Fwnctional Sinulator. The Thor system integrates RSIM. the medium
tester, and a functional simulator into one envirotmt allowing easy consistency

.
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checking between different representations. Also included in the system is CSLIM
which takes a simple behavioral description and generats PLA equations, and a
logic analyze for viewing the simulation waveforms. The software is ready for
beta testing outside Stanford.

8. Testing Chip In conjunction with MOSRS, we have designed a special purpose
memory chip that will enable us to build a high speed tester at. a low
cost (Mlyamoto 871. The chip acts as a small test vector memory and a set of very
flexible input output pads. The 31L version of the chip runs over lOMVector/sec
and the 24L version of the chip run over l6MWectors/sec.

9. Testable CMOS Design. Testable chvuit structures have been developed that can
be used to design easily testable CMOS VLSI circuits. One structure is a built-in
self-test PLA, and the other structure is a self- testable application-specific IC
(ASIC). These strctures contain circuitry to generate test patterns as well as to
evalute test responses. Hence, they can reduce the complexity of IC testing and the
dependence on high-cost testers.

10. Computer Support - Fabke. We have initiated a course entitled "Automation of
Semicodco Manufacturing" which is bringing together AI and wafer
fabrication experts to attack several problems of importace to the Computer
Automated Fabrication effort. These groups ame working in an advanced TI
Explore/KEE envizwnzent.

11. Computer Ifhegrated Mamiactuuuug e-mail discussion grou~p. A moderated inter-
university news Stoup has been established to discuss matters of interest to the
Computer Automated Fabrication community. Join by sending your net address to
IC-CIM-Request@Siena.Sanford.EDU

12. Electrical allgnmm tent strucnires. A comprehensive set of test structures which
mionitor AX and,&Y registration accuracy have been developed.

13. Template-set matchinug for random defect detection. A 2 pam CMOS circuit has
been designed to aid in random defect inspection of masks and integrated circuits.
A template-set maching scheme has been applied to the task of defect detection
and, in c recently, to defect classiication.
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Technical Progress

1 Design Description, Analysis, and Synthesis

1.1 Circuit Modeling for Simulation
We have continued our work on improving the models that are used in switch level simulation.
Our work in this ama is based an the RSIM simulator from MiT. Our recent work has
concetrated on using a two time-contant model to improve the timing model ad charge
sharing model in switch level simulation. This model was originally derived for linear networks
and has been extended so it can model transistm capacitor circuits. These circuit ar first
reduced into a canonical two-transistor two-capacitor circuit, which is ch by only two
parameter. The small number of variables (2) allows one to presolve the problem and store the
results in a table form if that is required Using this method we have determined that transistor-
capacitor circuits are always less susceptible to voltage spikes than RC networks.

We have also been working on the algorithm used to find new node values in the simulator to try
to understand and fix the EXOR problem that affects all simulators. This problem arises because
the simulator decouples the value on a transistors gate while it finds the new source drain values.
To avoid the decoupling problem, we map transistors with self connected gates into a MOS
diode and try to solve the network. When the solution is found we check our assumptions about
the transistors operaion. If there were incorrect we solve the network again. We am adding this
algorithDm to the RSIM simulator.

Staf." C.Y. Chu, M Horowitz

Related Efforts: COSMOS (CMU)

Referenes: (Chu 861

1.2 Resistance Extraction
Parasitic resistance can substantially affect circuit performance but am difficult to calculate
efficiently. We have implemnted an extractor designed to produce resistance values for use in
digital circuit simulation. Ihe extracte begins with the crude resistance values that are provided
by the Magic extractor. These values a used as a filter to select nodes that might have
significant resistances. For each of the node that could be a problem, the extractor first finds an
approximation of the resistance value by using a simple squares counting algorithm. The time
constant of the wire is compared against the time constant of the driver, and if the wire delay is
under a tolerance, the resists is ignored. If the wire delay is significant, the resistance
network as simplified to reduce the number or resiston and nodes needed to model the network
and then output into a file. The REDS extractor has been run on the MIPS-X database, and
requied about 2 CPU hours on a uVax to complete. The lumped resistance (Magic resistance
values) filter was effective in reducing the number of nodes that needed to be extracted; only
20% failed. Aftr extraction only 0.4% of the nodes failed (83), most of these were in the pads
(58). The pads me not really a problem, they gre flaged because without the external load the
time-constant of the output stage is extremely small. We were quite pleased that REDS did not

'. '_ x , t zet~ 2::.L:-F-,i :.. ./..7..." .-.-............-.......- ,'; . ;-;-...". -. -.
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find any long wire delays that were not already known.

Su.. D. Stark, M Horowitz

Reference: [Stark 87]

1.3 Thor Simulation System
TM. THOR research is broken into three major areas: a production functional simulation
envinment, cremental simulation research, and parallel simulaton research. The simulation
envirmnt is a collection of tools that can be used either for VLSI chip simulation or systems
Simulation. The incremental research examines trade-offs for tracking changes through a design
process. The parO1el simulation research cxamines the tradeoffs betwim- diffatnt representation
levels and the total available parallelism. Each effort is discussed separately in the following
sections.

1.3.1 THOR Environment
While a true mixed-level simulation has some advantages, it is not the best method for simply
verifying a design. For this, it is more useful to simulate the two different levels of design in
parallel and check for di ncies. This forces a close correspondence between the different
levels of design, which aids the whole design process. The THOR functional simulation systems
provides this capability. Specifically, interfaces are provided for RSIM, the medium chip tester,
a logic analyzer, and a state machine design synthesis tool (CSLIM - described later). THOR
provides an integrated way that functional simulation can be verified against the extracted switch
simulation and against the physical chip. Using this approach, test vectors are easily generated
from the functional simulation and are used to stimulate the lower design abstractions.

CSLIM generates PLA equations in espresso format from a THOR behavioral model The
underlying idea of CSLIM is to generate the PLA for layout with the same model that is used in
the simulation, to reduce transcription errs and to shorten the debug cycle. The input is a
restricted THOR model that can use any combination of if, switch, and EXITMOD control
omstructs, assignment statements, and boolean expressions. CSLIM analyzes the model and

calculates a set of logic equations describing the inmputs in terms of the output. It generates a ful
don't care set for maximum minimizadon It also checks that every output is assigned on every
execution of the model, so false stae on the outputs introduced by the nature of the simulator
does not affect the functioning of the PLA. CSLIM does not do extensive logic minimization; it
relies on espresso to do this for it. CSLNM allow more general control structures than existing
PMA enerators while integrating the simulation and PIA generation into one system.

The logic analyzer displays the state of a simulation in a graphical, easy to understand, way and
may be run in real-time, in parallel with the simulation, or in 'batch'; where the results of a
previous run may be inspected. The analyzer provides a convenient way for looking at arbitrary
goups of signals (buses) in (user-programmable) numerical bases. Undefined signals and
"glitches" are easily identifiable, easing system debugging. Commands allow the user to easily
move back, forward, zoom-in, and zoom-out in time. Also provided are commands that allow
tracing of one or more signals on various conditions such as equality, inequality, change, etc.
Finally, hardcopy is possible of any waveform display.
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1..2 Icmmental Simulation
e incremental simulator is based on the observation that most design changes have relatively

small implications and the effecos can be computed very quickly. It adopts its own node/element
scheduling and event propagation mechanisms. While a conventional event-driven selective-
UMe simulator starts simulation from the input stimuli over the entire circuit, the incremental
Simulat simulates aly the circuit components affected by the network changes. In the
icremental simulation, it is not the circuit size but the implications of the circuit hages, i.e.,
fanouts of the net nodes whose connections have been changed, that determines the simulation
time

An inrmental simulatm has been proposed and implemented. We strted gathering statistics
for the impmnted program. Preliminary results show that speedups between three and seven
can be obtained when simularing incrementally for minor changes on our test circuits. Further
tes on larger examples ar required.

1.3.3 Parallel Simulation Study
Two basic areas have been studied for increasing system simulation performance: abstraction
level and maximum available parallism. In the paper "Statistics for Parallelism and Abstraction
Level in Digital Simulation", (accepted for the 24th Design Automation Conference) we evaluate
the performance implications of different design representation levels and found roughly a lOX
speed-up between each of the levels.

Auncking parallel simulation, we have the THOR simulator running on an Encore and have
achieved utilization factors of 70-80% using 4-6 processors. With more processors, simulations
show that parallelism can achieve speed-ups between 10-30. This work has only used static data
prtto and the complete simulation algorithm on each node. Future work will examine more
dynamic sategies and separating the simulation algorithm across multiple processors.

Sta.- B. Alvenon, S.Y. Hwang, L Soule, T. Rokicki, K.Y. Choi, A. Salz and T. Blank

Related Efforu: THOR functional simulation language based on CSIM from the University of

Colorado

I.A Physical Placement
The main velopm t of the automatic placement tool ae the refinement of the analytical
model and further examination of the numerical techniques most suitable for the placement
problem. Specifically, the analytical model calculating the objective function has been improved
to include actual pin positions and to allow mirror operations. The model for the objective
function is now complete in the sense that all the layout operations - translation, rotation and
relection have been included. Comparison with the results of the original model has shown that
a significint reduction in the modified wire length can be achieved with above improvements.

In the efforts to develop a more efficient solution technique, the early non-linear progrmming
technique - a penalty function method has been compared with the widely used sequential
quadratic p--gramming method. The penalty function has been shown to be better by all
accounts. Through the coopemtion with the numerical optimization group in operational
research department at Stanford, the plausible reasons for the seemingly strange results are

.JI
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anderstod and a potentially more efficent solution technique has been identified which
involves using a quasi-Newton technique tailored to the special characteristics of the placement
problem. The algorithm has been tested on some industrial examples (the biggest one has 33
blocks and 121 signal nets) showing promising results.

Sf L Sha and T. Blank

Reated Efforts: linberwolf at Berkeley

2 VLSI Processor Architecture and Software

2.1 MIPS-X: A High Performance VLSI Computer
The MIPS-X uniprocessor design goal is a machine with a 20 MIP peak instruction rate, and an
'average' thmoughput of over 10 MIPs. The architecture is of the reduced instruction set variety,
but also ventum into two new and important areas:

1. supporting high perfmomacm co-processors, and

2. providing the capability to be used in a medium-scale multiprocessor environment.

In addition, we have several closely related activities. These involve studying the
implementation of USP on MIPS-X, and the performance and analysis of very large caches.

2.1.1 Hardware Status
During this period we have received completely functional MIPS-X processor chips, and are
now focusing our attention on using these chips in board level systems. While working on the
board designs we noticed a few places where a small change to the external interface of the chip
would make the board design much simpler. After looking these changes over we decided to
include them on the next revision of the chip along with some performance improvements. The
major change in the interface deals with the time the store data is presented to the memory
system. The current design presents this data early and foves the board to include a set of
latches on the data bus. By delaying the data for a cycle we can eliminate the need for the latch,
and remove a nasty critical path from the board. The logic for this change has already been
designed and we ae currently in layout We also plan to speed up the slowest paths in the
machine so this version should operate at over 20MHz. This involves only a small amount
redesign, and we hope to have the revised part for fabrication by the end of Spring Q iarter.

The first test board for the M[PS-X processor has been designed and is in PCB layouL We are
working with Bob Paker at ISI and he is using this board to evaluate different PCB layout
systems. The board is very simple. It contains a clock generatoir, slave VME bus controller, and
64K bytes of fast static rams. The board will plug into a SUN workstation, and the memory can
be read or written from the host. We should be able to download programs onto the board and
then run them at speed. This board will allow use to do more complete performance testing of
the prn.

The second test board is mor complex, and contains a cache to do more complete performance
taing of the part. The board will contain two custom chips, the MIPS-X processor and the
External Cache Processor (ECP). The functional description of the ECP has been done using

',,% " % "a " % %, ". % . . . ". ". ", " . . . "- , " . .'.- . . . . . " .' .". . " . . .". • . . -"- .r - rr..in
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THOR, and a large portion of the layout has been completed. We are now writing a functional
description of the board (we have descriptions of the two custom chips) and will uses the THOR
system to test out the board before it is sent to fabrication. We expect to finish the ECP and
board designs just before summer.

2.1.2 WMkIng LISP run fast
The high-level language LISP has some features, like runtime type checking, that make it very
different from C and Pascal, the two languages focused on in the design of MIPS-X. To
deteramine which LISP operations ae time critical, we measured LISP programs using a MIPS-X
simulator. This data was discussed in the last progress report and published in [Steenkiste 86].
Our umasuremnts showed that three fourths of the program execution time is used for three
operations: tag handling (23%), procedure calls (26%) and stack accesses (22%). We looked at
ophmazal'ons for each of these 3 time consuming operations.

We examined a wide variety of tag implementations and found that minor changes to the
hardware (that would not affect clock rates) could achieve most of the benefits of full hardware
type checking and tag handling. To reduce the cost of procedure calls, we first optimized and
inlined % number of time critical primitive LISP operations. This speeded up the programs about
16% - half of this gain results from eliminated procedure calls. Then we merged user functions
concenating on small, non-recursive procedures (merging large or recursive had a very negative
effect on instruction cache hit rates); this produced an additional 6% speedup.

The high procedure call fequency in LISP make per-procedure register allocation less effective
than in a C or Pascal environment. We implemented a simple inter-procedural register allocator
that does allocation in a bottom-up order in the prgram call graph (similar in spirit to Wall's
approach), as shown in Figure 1. As a result, different procedures use different registers, so
fewer registers have to be saved across procedure calls.

This algorithm allowed us to eliminat over 70% of the stack accesses, and our 11 LISP
programs ran an average of 10% faster. Recursion was the major limiting factor on the
performance of the inter-procedural register allocator, although nuning out of registers before
the top of the call graph is reached is also a difficulty. In fact, even if the register supply were
am limited, recursion higher up in the call graph would limit the improvement to 2%.

Another interesting issue is how this software allocation scheme compares to hardware register
windows. We explored this assuming a hardware register window scheme with 16 global
registers and a variety of window schemes. This experiment showed that the hardware register
window scheme required more than twice as many registers to do better than the software
scheme (80 registers versus 32). This data is shown in Figure 2; the dashed line indicates the
percentage of references eliminated by our software scheme.

The performance of MIPS-X for LISP look very encouraging. Although MIPS-X does not have
any tagging hardware, it does have sufficient support for bitfields to handle tags efficiently. The
execution of the Gabriel benchmarks on the MIPS-X simulator, which includes the effect of the
(off chip) cache, show a performance that is significantly higher than the the VAX with no type
checking (about 15 times faster) and also faster than a Symbolics 3600 with full type checking
(about 5 times faster). Furthermore, this does not include our optimizations that further improve
performance by about a third.
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Figure 1: Interprocedural register allocation: an example
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Figure 2: Percent of stack accesses removed with with register windows
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2.1.3 MIPS-X Summary
S,. S. Przybylski, C. Y. Chu, J. Hennessy, M. Horowitz, M. Wing, P. Chow, L Acken,
A. Agarwal, S. Richardson, S. McFarling, M. Ganapathi, D. Stark, RK Simoni, S. Tjiang,
P. Swenkiste

Reked Efforu: SPUR (Bakeley)

Rq,'mnc,: [Chow 86], [Agarwal 871 [Steenkiste 86], [Horowitz 87], [Chow 87]

2.2 Multiprocessor Support for MIPS-XMP
Our work on caches supports the MIPS-X design, but it is even more critical for our
multiprocessor activities. To date the architectural work for MIPS-XMP has focused primarily
on high performance memory hierarchies needed to support 8 to 10 15-mips processors; rcently,
we have begun work on implementing our multiprocessor architecture. We are also making
progmss on our software activities, which ar primarily supported by an NSF grant. Since this
work is an intimate part of our project we describe the results below.

2.2.1 Decomposing Parallel Programs
There ar three fundamental problems to be solved in the execution of a parallel program on a
multiprocessor - identifying the parallelism in the program, partitioning the program into tasks
and scheduling the tasks on processors. Whereas the problem of identifying parallelism is a
programming language issue, the partitioning and scheduling problems am intimately related to
the number of processors and the synchronization and communication overhead in the target
multiprocessor. h is desirable for the partitioning and scheduling to be performed automatically,
to that the same parallel program can execute efficiendy on different multiprocessor. We have
investigated two solutions to the partitioning and scheduling problems. The first approach is
based on a macro-datqlow model [Sarkar 86a], where the program is partitioned into tasks at
compile-time and the tasks are scheduled on processors at rm-tim. The second approach is
based on a compile-dime scheduling model [Sarkar 86b], where the partitioning of the program
and the scheduling of tasks on processors are both performed at compile-time.

As mentioned above, both the partitioner for macro-dataflow and the partitioner/scheduler for
compile-time scheduling have already been implemented to partition SISAL programs. The
partitioning is actually performed at the level of SISAL's graphical intermediate form, II. We
extended the Livermore 1l interpreter to produce trace files for multiprocessor simulations. We
have a variety of SISAL benchmark programs, from small programs like Matrix Multiplication,
Merge-exchange Sort, FFT (approximately 100 lines each) to larger programs like SIMPLE and
SLAB (approximately 2000 lines each). As an example of some of the data produced, Figure 3
shows the parallelism profile for the SIMPLE benchmark. The peak parallelism (at the level of
primitive operators such as an add is 1400); the average parallelism at this low granularity level
is 125. A typical shared memory multiprocessor can exploit about 5 processors, due to
communication and scheduling costs for this small problem size. Figure 4 shows typical speedup
curves for some benchmarks.

The goal of our project is to make programs run efficiently on a wide variety of architectures
with the compiler dealing with the architectural differences. Our next step will be to complete a
sequential implementation and then port the system to a real multiprocessor, work is preceding
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Figure 4: Typical speedup curves (simulated results)

2.2.2 Shared Memory Multiprocessor Architecture
We have begun detailed design of a MIPS-X based shared memory multiprocessor. The
architecture we are pursuing is called the distributed memory architecture and is shown in Figure
5. The primary advantage of this organization is that the bus need only handle shared references;
cache misses are handled by the memory local to the processor. In a sense this organization
allows the physical structure of the machine to reflect the logical structure. Our current plans for
this machine include:

"Limited hardware support for maintaining cache coherency with software
controlling and enforcing coherency; the absence of cache coherency not only
reduces bus traffic, it also allows a faster processor, since arbitration at the cache is
not needed,

* Hardware support for monitoring remote memory cache access to allow the
operating system to migrate portions of memory if appropriate, and

" hardware measurement to allow bus activity to be monitored.
A detailed design of the processor unit is underway.

o,
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Figure S: Mwe Distributed Memory Architecture
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2 MIPS.XMP Sumnmary
StE. S. Przybylski, J. Hennessy, X. Horowitz, K. Wing, P. Chow, A. Agarwal, J. Celoni,
V. Sarkar, K. Ciopinath, H. Davis, K. Gharachloo, S. Tjiang, J. Rose

Related Efforts: SPUR (Berkeley), Butterfly (BBN), Cosmic Cube (Caltech), RP3 (IBM)

Rq m ¢cn: [Sarkar .6b], [Saik 6al, [Hennessy 86]

2.3 igh Speed Arithmetic
Two chips have been designed to test new ways of implementing high speed multiplication and
division on silicon. The goal of this effort is to build high speed functional units that requir
modest silicon a, so they can be combined onto a floating point coprocessor. We am focusing
an scalar operations, so our emphasis is on low latency and nt simply throughput. To reduce

the a renirements both chips use an iteration in time approach, where the data loops around a
small army to produce the full output. The circuit design on the two chips is very different.

The division chips uses self-timed domino logic as the basic circuit stuctum The chip consists

of thru radix 2 SRT division stages connected in a ring, a small amount of control logic for
starting and stopping the iteration, and a set of shift-regisn that accumulate the quotient bits.
The three division stages form a ring oscillator that has the side effect of producing quotient bits.
Each stage is completely self-timed and begins to evaluate as soon as the output of the previous
supge is valid. The self-timing is accomplished by using dual-rail signal - both the true and
complement values aw monotonic signals. This chip has been fabricated and tested. In 3u
CMOS the chips run 23ns/quotient bit, while the 2u parts run 13ns/quotient bit. Besides it high
speed, one of the key advantages of this approach is its small size. The entire 49 bit divider is
only 6mm by 1.5mm.

The multiplication chips are currently in fabrication. They again use itation, but this design
uses a more conventional scheme with clocked latches. The chip implements a part of a Wallace
Tree, and requires 7 clock cycles to complete a 64 by 64 multiply. The cycle delay should be
roughly equal to the delay through two full adds and a register. Simulations indicate that this
will be less that I8ns. To provide this high speed clock we have included a programmable clock
generator on the chip. This should allow us to test the chip at speed using a low speed functional
tester. A substantial fraction of the cycle time and area is used for the latches used in the design.
We are now investigating methods to reduce the cost of the latches. The simplest method would
be to go to a single phase clock, like the clocking style used in Crays machines.

Sq. T. Williams, R. Alverson, K. Santoro, N. Horowitz

Ref rwsc: [Williams 87
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3 Testing

31 Tester Design

&1.1 The Data Generator/Receiver
7U DM is an auempt to use VLSI technology to make VI chips easier to tet. It serves two
functions: it acts as a small high speed vector memory, allowing burst vector rate of over

I0MHz, and it acts as a configurable set of input/output pads optimized for driving the DUT
(device under test). The current version of the DGR stores 256 vectors per pin, contains the
eloctonics for 16 DUT pan, and is housed ina 84 pin PGA.

During this period we have received prototypes of the 24 veron of the DGR chips. These chips
have been tested and re fuctionaL The chips operate at over 16 MHz and after preliminary
teting appear to be free of design ers. The yield on these parts was very poor, and none of
the prt were completely functionaL We are using the mostly functional parts to try and debug
the chip. This chip was resubmitted and we hope to have a better yield on the next run. Once
de chips are debugged we will begin the design of a replacement tester for the Sun Kit I using
the DGR chips.

&1.2 High Speed Pin Drive
During this period we have designed a set of high-speed pin drive elcOCs. The crcuit should
be able to adjust output edges to about Ins resolution, and run upto 30 M}Hz. The pins support
all the standald formats RZ RO, RT, RC, and NRZ and provide per pin control of the output and
and input timing. The chip supports an adjustable output level, and a single analog input that
defines the input theshold. This project is part of a integrated high-speed tstr that we am
designing. The layout of the pin electronics is finished and we are currently in final testing.

Sta. M Horowitz, J. Gasbarro

Referewnc: [hiyamoto 87]

3.2 Testable CMOS Structures
Many BIST schemes ae not suitable for designing large embedded PLAs because they cannot
perform self-test &t normal operating speed, and take too much area Our BIST PLA solves the
above problems by using a sequential parity checking technique to achieve high testing speed
and novel circuit structures to minimize hardware overhead (Liu 86].

Pseudorandom testing techniques have been used to self-test ASICs. However, these techniques
require lengthy fault simultion, only consider single stuck-at faults, and may not provide high
fault coverage due to the existence of random-pattern-resistant faults. Our self-test structure
achieves very high fault coverage with a centralized verification testing technique. This
technique provides nearly 100% coverage for combinational faults (a superset of single stuck-at
faults), and requires no fault simultaion [Liu 87]

Staff: D1_ iu and EJ. McCluskcy
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4 The Fable Project
The Stanford FABLE project in semiconductor manufacturing science is working to change the
natume of semiconductor manufacturing. 7he semiconductor industry typically uses mass
production of DRAMs to debug and refine new processes before they are utfized for lower
volune but higher profit products. The FABLE project is developing metboo logies to permit ,.
the rapid development and engineering of new processes so that highly innovative products
depending on new processes can be fielded without the necessity of prior mass production.

A key goal of the FABLE project is the programnable factory, an integrated system of
manufacturing equipment, sensors, and computer hardware and software. Just as a programmer
can rapidly modify and debug a complex computer program. so a process engineer should be
able to modify and debug the complex processes which controls the manufacturing of
semiconductors. To make the factory easier to program, we are developing a process CAD
system. -

A second key goal of the FABLE project is the iirna1 fascsory, a factory that can be run in
simulation. Just as VLSI circuits are simulated before they are cast in silicon, so VLSI
manufacturing processes should be simulated before they am run in the factory. We ame
developing a computer-based simulation system to simulate semiconductor manufacturing
processes in their entirety, using knowledge about equipment, processes, materials, devices, and
circuits to predict critical measurements of manufacturing performance such as yield, electrcal
performance, throughput, and equipment utilization.

The programmable factory and the virtual factory must be based on a large common knowledge
base that captures knowledge about equipment, processes, maerials, schedules and other aspects
of semiconductor manufacturing. The different softwate systems needed to support process
development tasks - e.g., design, debugging, execution, data acquisition/interpretatiim, control,
updating - need to have access to similar knowledge. For efficiency of developmen' and ease of
maintenance, it is crucial that information about a piece of equipment, for exanple, not be
encoded one way for process design and another way for process debugging. This argues for a
declarative (as structure and statements) rather than procedural (as programs) representation of
the knowledge. Specialized interpreters will exploit the common knowledge base for each task.

The Fable Project has made substantial progress in recent months. To demonstrate the potential
of knowledge-based technology for semiconductor manufacturing applications, we have
implemented three prototypes in process representation/editing, factory-level simulation, and
communications network implementation. To attract students to manufacturing research, we ran
a Stanford class called "Automation of Semiconductor Manufacturing. To make our results
available to a larger audience, we have given numerous presentations and submitted several
papers for publication.

4.0.1 Proess Editor Prototype
The success of the Fable Project depends on our ability to represent and acquire a large body of
knowledge about semiconductor manufacturing. A driving question for Fable is, "What does the
auumd factory need to know?'. At a very general level, we know that the automated factory
will need to know about processes, products, equipment, materials, facilities, costs, and safety,
among other things.

~ 41
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Recently we have bee investigating the more specific question, "What does the automated
factory nd to know about muaturing processesr. As a tool to help us explore the

reeenation o( knowledge about processes, we have develope a prototype of a process editor.
Thw proem edto is implemented using KEM and Common Lisp on a T1 Explore workstation,

Our proess editor provides two Smugl capabilities- Fit it provides a grkapcl facility for
anaing high-level descriptions of proess flow. Second, it provides a forms-oriented, interface
ftr specifying detaileid information about individual process steps. The reult is a system that
permits a process expert to interactively enter a description of a completeseiodcr
fabrication proces.

Prntly, the graphical process edito only suppots a strictly sequential process flow. We ame
now working to incorporate a mulaipliciiq of progra-mang c~mtrol structures into the process
editor, including conditionals, functional abstraction and iteration.

The forms-oriented interface for editing descriptions of individual pr c es-s steps supports the
thre Fable levels which have become standardized throughout the proces specificatio
community. Thee are:

" Effect: what physical effect the process step is expected to have on the wafer.

" Treatmnt: a machine-independent, description of the evrnent the wafer will be
plce in to acieve the specified effect.

" Setdngu: a machine-dependent description of the stps waded to accomplish the
UCUML

In addition, we have begun to develop two addition "levels Io capture other information
important to the process. Thes we:

* P.octdidon: the expected state of the wafer before it enes a process step.

" Poscondidou: t expected state of the wafer after it completes a process step,
-nldn subtle side-effects.

The prototype has been highly valuable to out continuing research in process spcfcto.By
providing an interactive environment for process spcfctoit allows processing experts to
clearly see the stat of out work and to make thei own cotrbtions. Severa Processing
engineer and graduate students specialized in particular types of processes have used the
process editor to view aid edit p rcess descriptions. They have helped us elaborate the

desripion or specific process steps. More important, they have provided us with a long list of
suggestios many of which we plan to incorporate in our next version.

4A02 Fectory4Levol Simulation
To elaborate our vision of the virtuial factory, we have implemented a prototype factory-level
simulation system Thiis simulation is based on the SimnKi knowledge-based discrete-even
siulation system from IntellCop.

TbW current MOdel Consst of 29 servers, each server having an associated input queue and
aichnician; 2 "sinks" for removing loM from the system and one sourc for lo0s Starts. Statistical
variation in the model is introduced via generators, which can use one of a number of standard
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distnbutions made available by SimKit. A wide variety of data collection and monitoring
capabilities exist for recording the value or sat of any attribute of the system.

This system demoste the value of knowledge-based simulation tools. SimKit lets the user
cow" a descrption of the active elements of the factory and then to describe the behavior of each
o( he elenmts. SimKit also provides built-in facilities for graphically displaying the simulated
activity and for collecting and analyzing simulation data.

We have multiple plans for extending this simulation. First, we plan to extend the specific
simulatio example to capture the entire Stanford 2-micron CMOS fabrication facility. Second,
we plan to expand the detail of the factory-level simulation by incorporting aspects of
equipment simulation. Third, we plan to explore the use of the SimKit interface as an interface
Io the real factory, not just the virtual factory. Finally, we plan to explore the use of parallelism
in factory simulation, to substantially increase the performance of our simulation programs.

4.0.3 Equipment Communications
Work continued on the SECS interface under Uix 4.3 using the EP networking protocols and t
Berkeley Unix socket mechnism. The equipment used as a test vehicle is a Varian 350D
implanter equipped with a very complete SECS-I and 1I interface. A Unix interface (called a
damon) has been developed to allow arbitrary programs following simple rules to establish a
connection with a specific piece of process equipment. This allows host computers with the
crre0c capability (Ai/Lsp, Smalltalk, or C++) to establish a direct link with the process
equipment and perform tuks directly with the machine.

We have created an object-oriented programming environment using C++ to work with the
SECS-I interface program. Object-oriented SECS-II programs written in C++ ae able to access
equipment via any machine running the SECS-I deamon. Such a programming environment is
vey well suited to SECS-I messages because of the formatting overhead in the messages. This
syle also hides the complexity of the process equipment commuaion and allows the
application developer to concentrate on the operations to be performed. C++ has the added
advantage of actually being compiled into ordinary C language used on all Unix systems and is
hredore very portable.

We am expanding the C++ envirnment and the SECS-l deamoo to allow urbitary tet programs
to be atached to the system. This will alow equipment simulation programs to be created and
accessed transparently.

We we also beginning to create a compiler for SECS-II specification. The compiler will produce
higher level SECS-Il message objects for the C++ prgrams. This will allow complex
application objects to be created autmaically and will be used to create the "pseudo equipment"
interface in a simulation program intended for connection in the manner described above.

4.0.4 ClMs: Automaiton of Semiconductor Manufacturing
Automation of Semiconductor Manufacturing (CS 412/EE 391) was led by Byron Davies and
Jay X. Tenenbaum. It compwd ten 90-minute sessions, including 7 invited lectures. Speakers
came from 1, Schlumberger, Fairchild, Stanford, and Canegie-Mellon Univemity. Lectun
sopics including industrial needs for CM, CIM databases, process specification, testing and
diagnostics, and expert system for CIM.

+ , ,,-v ¢ -;,-' +..'. . .+, ..-,%. - . ...,%.- .a *.. . * . ..-.-. ..-. -.. -. -.. . . . .-.. . -. - .
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Seven class projects involving ten students were carried out
" Process specification and production simulation for VLSI manufacturing

* Numerical models for process diagnosis

* Equipment, automation for reproducibility

" User-friendily interface for prnc essing equipment

" Object-oriented SECS-U interface

" Ion implanter simulation

" Adaptive control of semiconductor manufacturing processes

4.0.5 IC-CIM Discussion List
A few months ago, we initiated a netwide mailing list, IC-CIM, to support discussion of
comiputer-integrated manufacturing of integrated circuits. Since it started, IC-CIM has
distributed about a dozen moderated messages, on a wide variety of topics. IC-C3M is sem as an
important mechanism for disseminating information in die IC manufacturing research
community.

4A06 Prn tatlons and Papers
We have comimunicated the Fable vision and recent Fable progress in a number of different
ways. We presented Fable to the SRC/Bcrkeley Workshop on System Architectures for
Computer-Integrated Manufacturing. We presented Fable informally to audiences at Intel,
Varian, and T We described Fable research to the Technical Advisory Board of the SRC. In
addition, Fable research was described briefly by Prof. Jum Plummner in his invited talk at the
Advanced Research in VLSI Conference at Stanford in March.

Members of the Fable'<c Project have recently submitted four short Fable-related papers to the
VLI Technology Conference and the ElcioCheinica1 Society Conference on Automated
Manufacturing. These included:

*Davies, Ieeke, and Saraswat Fable: Knowl edge for Semiconductor Manufacturing

I Leeke, Davies and Saraswat The Virtual Fab Modeling System

*Wood, Schenk, and WiJaya: Object -Oriented Implementation of SECS I/11 Protocols

*Gardner and Davies: Advanced Automation Techniiques for Semiconductor
Manacturing Equipment

Finally, at the Advanced Research in VLI Conference, we conducted a two-hour workshop on
process spcfcto.This workshop was attended by researchers from Berkeley, CMU, MIT,
and Stanford, as well as representatives from Intel, IBM, PROMIS System, and Lincoln Labs.
This workshop explored industrial requirements for a process specification language, and
investigated the similarities and differences between process specification formalism being
developed at each of the university sites.

S&O. B. Davies MK Tenenbaum, P. Asente, L Adams, E Kirshenbaum, E Wood.

Related Efforts: Hodges and Katz (Berkeley), Mc~hith (MIT.
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Refererws: [Davies 87, Leeke 87, Fable87c, Gardner 87]

4.1 iacrolhogrmphy
Work has been continuing in microlithography in the areas of e-beam mask making and direct
unw. optical and tm-fUm ithography, and defect inspection algorthnm based on the template
approach. Support work on Mbes and the Ultrasech stepper for Center for ntegxtsed Systems
and odr runs has been ='ied out.

4.1.1 Electron Beam Lithography
In this time period, 32 mask n were generated on MEBES. In addition to CIS users, requests
were from the physics departmen, as well as from the programs of Professors Pease, Quae
Swanson, Harris, Gibbons, White. and Angell.

Work was started using capacito structures to asure radiation damage to gate oxide structures
by a-beam radiation. Initial results show some -radiation induced damage, the effects of
annealing on this damage is currently being investigated.

Wafers wer patterned with O..S.m lines and spaces for the task group on intercotnections and
coota. These are to be used for selective W deposition in 0..pim trenches to form both vias
and intercoanections.

Work to bettr quantify MEBES as a metrology tool has been started to continue the work
complete under t /8 pm contract with Perkin-Elmer EBT. The initial application is to
evaluate MEBES butting under standard writing conditions of three repeated scans for Shipley
2400 resist exposure, and those where the pattern stripe butting boundarie have been shifted in
each scan to reduce by averaging the butting erro at any one location. Initial results show an
improvement in the resulting error, but that the metrology needs to be improved for errot less
than 0.05 pm, 3 sigma. We feel that improvements can be achieved by using a differential
backscatt" detector and more uniform substrate resist topologies by an optimized resist process
to gain better signal-onoise ratios.

4.1.2 Defect Inspection
The prototype content-addressable memory chips received from MOSIS could not function due
to erors in design data conversion. A corrected design (using 2 m design rule) and a reduced
version using 3 p m design rule were submitted again.

In addition to continuing the work on the template approach to pattern defect detection and
classification and reporting results in various technical conferences, we have staed
investigating an alternative scheme for detection and classification. This scheme is based on the
evaluation of Euler numbers of the local image and ite binary complement. It has been found
that for all typical pattern defect types (including random defecs and dimensional ers), simple
rules can be generated for inspection. Computer simulations have shown a satisfactory defect
coverage of this technique.

#AA~.Y ~
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4.1.3 Lnogmuir-Blodgett Films
Electron-beam exposures were performed on both brassidic acid and cadmium brassidate films.
In this experiment, 15 molecular layers of cadmium brassidate (for a total thickness of 308
anputms) were deposited onto an aluminized silicon wafer using the LB technique. Brassidic
acid samples were pmpared by immersing the cadmium brassidate film m a 1O4M HCI solution.
Them e films were exposed on a SEM at 5 KV accelerating voltage and the unexposed wea were
dissolved in alcohoL The measured sensitivity were 7x10" and 240 "3 oulombs/cm2 for
brassidic acid and cadmium brassidate, respectively, and the contrast y values were 1.42 and 1.0,
respectively.

The support for this project ended at the end of 1986.

4.1.4 Ci pical Uthography
Earlier work on the voting-lithography technique has emphasized on the aspect of amelioration
of mask defects. There has been a concern about possible adverse impacts of such a multiple-
field exposure scheme on the critical dimension (CD) unifiormity and overlay accuracy.
However, recent studies in collaboration with Ultratech Stepper have demonstrated that these
parameters obtained from voting exposures are consistenly superior to those from conventional
exposures. Such improvements can be explained by the fact that the random components in CD
variation and overlay en tend to be averaged through the supeposition of multiple fields, thus
resulting in tighter distributions.

We have received a donation from Ultartech Stepper to upirade our stepper to a model 1000
system at no cost. This donation, valued at $159,000, can further enhance the photolithographic
capabilities in the CIS. Installation of the upgrade has been completed in February.

&4 R.F.W. Pease, D. Dameron, C.C. Fu, Soo-Ik Chae, Pierre Maccagno.

References: [Chae 86, Chae 87a, Wright 87, Chae 87b]

4.2 Processes, Devices, and Circuits

4.2.1 Dry Etching
During this period because of the move of the processing facility to the new CIS building, work
in this area has focused on the design and building of a new experimental etch system, and on
examining the effects of high rate resist stripping.

New Experimental Etch System
A commercial Drytek Model 100 etcher is being modified to have a wider range of operating
conditions and to allow beter monitoring of etch processes. This system should be a significant
improve over the Plaiatherm etcher which had previously been used for our plasma
diagnostics. Modifications include: operation in RIE or Plasma mode, RF and DC excitation,
variable electrode spacing and area, chlorine based chemistries, a microbalance in the wafer
electrode, additional optical windows and electrical feed-throughs, and circuitry for monitoring
external currents and voltages to both electrodes. This system will greatly help our efforts in
modeling and controlling etch equipment.
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High Rate Resist Stripping
In the last year several companies have come out with single wafer high rate resist strippers. To
understand the limitations of this equipment, we have investigated the effect of this process on
very thin ( < 15 nm) gate oxides, and have compared it to slower dry and wet strip processes.
We have looked at minority carrier lifetime, fixed oxide charge, interface state density and oxide
breakdown. Initial results indicate that the biggest problem is associated with the high
emperatures ( 300 C) used to enhance the strip rate, in that at these temperatures diffusion of

mobile ions out of the resist appears to deteriorate all parameters measured. We are presently
looking at the effects of adding a halogen species to the oxygen plasma. Ion bombarment and
UV radiation were not found to be significant problems for the processes investigated.

Stff. J. D. Shott, J. P. McVittie, K. C. Saraswat

Raelasd Efforts: Oldham (Berkeley).

Reference: [McVittie 86, Sturm 87, Kao 87, McVittie 87, Ulacia 87a, Ulacia 87b]
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